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Project Wonderful 30 Day Test
Background

We are running a 30 day test of Project Wonderful,
where we are making the ad, the amount we
spend and the results very public for all to see.
Our hope in doing this is get feedback from the
community on our ads, our approach and how we
can do better. Your input is really important to us,
so please share this and let us know what you
think.

Updated results of the test can be found at:

 http://www.meyer-imports.typepad.com/

I really like the idea behind Project Wonderful and think their system of allowing
companies to target craft blogs with ads, in a very easy to use format is just great.

But I never really thought it really generated that many sales. So, this project is
going to put them to the test, in a very public manner. Over the next month I am
going to be blitz'ing blogs with my cute little ad and will then blog about results,
clicks, costs and any sales made.

I even created a new section on my blog, so anyone who wants to follow the
"action" can just click through to see the results as we go through the month.

One of the features of Project Wonderful is the ability to "tweak" your ads and the
campaign as you go, and I will be doing that as well. But I will try to explain why I
am making changes and what the results were.
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Project Wonderful 30 Day Test - Results
Campaign Details:     * Active on all regions per Globally

* Support 125 px square ads

* Have at least 1 page views today in any region

* Have on average at least 1 page views over the past 5 days in any region

* Tags: cards, scrapbook, scrapbooking, memories, indie, art, design, glass, german, etsy, artfire, vintage, glitter

* Included in the following categories:  Art and Design,  Handmade,  Hobbies and Collectables, Home & Garden

* Daily Limit: $20.00 per day. Maximum cost per ad $0.30, Campaign Total: $1,000

April 17 April 18 April 19 April 20

Number of sites running Meyer Ad 389 547 537 697

Number of Bids 530 741 752 942

Number of impressions 33K 127K 238K 396K

Number of Clicks 37 88 151 225

CTR (Click-through Rate) 0.11% 0.07% 0.06% 0.06%

Cost Per Click $0.19 $0.19 $0.19 $0.21

PW Daily Cost of Campaign $4.11 6.80 7.03 12.40

PW Total Expense to Date $6.80 16.80 29.27 47.27

Total Sales (cumulative total) $35.00 $35.00 $78.00 $78.00

Gross Revenue  P/L (cumulative
total) $28.2 $18.20 $48.73 $30.73

Overall Traffic to the Meyer Imports
Site

(above the avg trafiic of 1863 visits per day)
 + 5% -12% + 9% +6.5%

Number of new accounts 1 0 2 0

* see notes on next page
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Notes:

New Sales: Orders from customers who are not in our database and can
not be tracked to any other point of entry.

“How do you know the sale is directly from the ad?"

I have to do a database search to see if they customer is in my existing list, and then have to
separate existing customer orders from new customers. I am giving project wonderful the
benefit of doubt and am "claiming' that any new orders, from new customers, are coming
from PW. Probably not a 100% accurate, but close.

Gross Revenue  P/L: Total revenues of PW generated order, minus, the
total cost of the PW to date ad expense.

Overall Traffic to the Meyer Imports Site: Total traffic to the site, overall
the average traffic for the past 14 weeks, prior to the launch of the PW ads.

Number of new accounts: Total number of new accuont, believed to be
generated directly from my PW ads.


